Rethink Software.
Revolutionize Your Business.

Is software holding back your business?
A clear digital strategy is critical for today’s business
success. Embracing innovation through technology
enables you to leap—and stay—ahead of your competition.
Platform solutions and traditional development limit
what you can do, and fail to meet today’s clear need for
businesses to digitally transform themselves.

How is software holding back your business?
Platform Solutions

Traditional Development

General, “one size fits all”

Expensive

Limit business innovation

Labor-intensive

Created before need identified

Piecemeal

Force businesses to adapt

Very long timelines

Non-competitive

Slow to adapt

“

In a business climate driven
by powerful digital forces,
disruption, and rapid-fire
innovation, every company is
now a technology company.

”

Deloitte University Press, “Tech Trends:
Innovating in the Digital Era,” 2016

What if you removed the limitations?
What makes your organization
unique? What gives you a
competitive edge?
More and more, success is
achieved by companies that
prioritize digital transformation
of business processes.
Achieving an advantage in
key areas of impact can mean
the difference between simply
existing and truly succeeding
with your vision.

Industry Innovation

Manual Processes

Business Intelligence

Digitization is changing all

It is time to stop adapting your

Harness complex data for

industries. What improvements

processes to fit packaged

dynamic insights. With original

and advances do you offer

software. Instead, original

software, you control how you

clients? Digitizing these benefits

software directly replaces your

define, collect, analyze, and act

enables you to scale and soar

manual processes.

on your business intelligence.

beyond the competition.

Added Value Services

The digital revolution is here.

Customers expect more today

Will your business be a force in

Embracing digital transformation

than ever before in terms of

your industry—a digital disruptor

in key areas of impact helps you

responsiveness and quality.

that will shake things up, lead

build efficiencies that reduce

Original software based on

the competition and deliver

costs and increase profits.

your needs, and those of your

unsurpassed value to your

customers, delivers results.

customers? We can get you there.

Workplace Innovation

Business Innovation + Original Software = Competitive Edge

New technology for software development.
Symphore is a software development company
enabling startups and established businesses
to stay ahead of their competition. We help you
become more lean and profitable by delivering
one-of-a-kind software based on your unique
business processes and vision.
From standalone applications to sophisticated
enterprise and SaaS (software as a service)
solutions, Symphore’s next generation Objecta™
software development technology enables us
to quickly and cost-effectively build, deliver and
maintain high-quality original software that keeps
up with your changing business needs.
Staying ahead of the competition today requires a
radical change in how software is developed.

Your business doesn’t fit in a box. Why should your software?
CLOUD & SaaS

ENTERPRISE

STANDALONE
SOFTWARE

MOBILE/WEB APPS

Secure, high-performance,

Original software to complete

Need a single application,

Today’s clients expect

best-in-class cloud and SaaS

your vision, built to your exact

software service or backend

immediate access. Reach

solutions that provide your

requirements with the highest

module? We can build it

them on every device with

team and customers with

level of security and a seam-

quickly and cost-effectively

a mobile or web app built to

mobile access anywhere.

less fit with your infrastructure.

for all operating systems.

your specifications.

MAINTENANCE

Will you lead digital disruption in your field? Don’t see your industry here? Contact us.

Keep up with OS updates
and access technical support
when you need it with our

Healthcare and
Life Sciences

Business Intelligence

Finance

Legal

Manufacturing

Material Management
and Logistics

maintenance plans.

A software ensemble that powers your vision...
Symphore’s mission is to help
you fulfill your vision with timely,
cost-effective software designed
to your exact requirements.

TIME
Traditional Software Development
Symphore

Rapid delivery
Leading security
technology
Responsiveness
You own your original
solution
Long-term partnership
No offshoring

COST
Traditional Software Development
Symphore

EVOLUTION

V1

Traditional Software Development
Symphore

V1

V2

V3

Always stay a step ahead.
Stay ahead of the competition by changing your
digital processes as business objectives change.

V2

V3

...and sustains your competitive edge.
Keep your vision up to date.
Your original software ensemble
easily grows and changes as
your business needs and vision
evolve. You gain a continuous
edge over your competition.

Increase profits
Grow your customer base
Lower labor costs
Innovate and evolve quickly
Surpass your competition
Realize your vision sooner.
Your original software ensemble is
delivered quickly and cost-effectively.

Objecta™ revolutionizes software development.
Unified Solution

You Own It

Eliminates piecemeal

We deliver your original

programming.

software as native code.

80-90% Automated

Objecta

Built from Scratch

Develops impeccable code

Symphore’s Objecta,

Objecta is not a platform;

and reduces test efforts by

low-code object-oriented

no lines of code exist prior

eliminating programmer error.

enterprise language delivers

to starting your project.

original software for your most

Easy to Modify
New versions keep pace with

challenging business
processes.

your new business demands.

Rapid Development
Your solution is deployed in a
fraction of the time it takes for

Get 100% with Version 1
You get the “must-haves” and
the “nice-to-haves” in version 1.

traditional development.

GLOSSARY

How do we do it?
With patented Objecta™ we
abandon the traditional bottomup model that utilizes separate
teams to build elements of the
software ensemble.
We build original software
based on your requirements
architectonically. This means we
define the solution in a structured
way using a single source.
Once the source is defined,
we automate development to
achieve the highest quality, most
secure code available today.

Software Ensemble
All components that form a
single solution, including the
database, back-end and utility
components, web, mobile and
desktop apps as required.
Native Code
Code produced directly for a
specific environment.
Architectonic Programming
Single-source, top-down,
overarching programming
paradigm to produce all
components of the ensemble.
Low Code
Fast application development
with a minimum of hand coding.
Single Source
One central source for compiling
and building all components of
the software ensemble.

The Power of Objecta™
Objecta is Symphore’s

Concurrent Data Use

exclusive object-oriented,

Do your users need to access

patented architectonic

data at the same time? Ensuring

programming language.

data integrity with concurrent

This new technology

access is a core feature of

disrupts traditional software
development, leading to a
superior, rapidly deployed and
more cost-effective software
solution for our clients.

Objecta solutions.

Collaborative, Selfmerging Technology
Updates to your data from all
users are seamlessly merged
in real time, taking your

High-end features are
standard with your Objectadeveloped original software.
Best-in-class features include:

collaboration to a new realm.

Data Revisioning

Localization

Hierarchical Data

Best-in-class Security

Create different versions of your

Advanced multi-language

Aggregate up or drill down.

A host of features built into

data for different audiences or as

functionality enables data to be

Harness complex organizational

Objecta surpass today’s

an archive to track changes for

maintained in all languages.

data and gain true insight to

demanding security requirements.

future reference.

Real-time Notifications

drive business decisions.

Auditing

Just-in-time Decryption

Your users are informed of

an audit file captured in familiar

Multiple Operating
Systems

changes to data with real-time

business terms.

Objecta automatically

access, limiting the risk and

creates impeccable code

effects of a data breach.

Every user action is logged to

notifications. There is no need to
manually refresh data.

Undo/Redo
Undo/redo, typically available

SaaS Best Practices

across all operating systems

Sensitive data is decrypted only
when authorized users require

Give your clients their own user

and platforms. Separate

User-level Field Access

portal and user management.

development teams for each

Control access to individual data

OS are no longer required.

fields on a need-to-know basis.

only in high-end solutions,
makes your software easy to use.

Protect your sensitive data with security as granular as you need.

Share your vision with our team and learn what’s possible.
Learn how original software can support your vision and help you gain a competitive advantage.

Contact us today for your complimentary consultation.
404-947-5809 | info@symphore.com | symphore.com
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